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be the world’s clumsiest cat shifter; in fact, she’s
the only panther she’s ever heard of that doesn’t
land on its feet. She may hide her looks behind
her glasses, lumpy cardigans, and stacks of
books. However, she’s got her beautifully creaky
old house and her university job, and she’s
content…until billionaire panther shifter Kenneth
Chamberlin strides through her office door with
an offer she literally can’t refuse, if she ever
wants to see her grandmother alive again. The
problem is, the Chamberlin family are the ones
who ruined her family’s life and reputation – and
the sinfully handsome Kenneth makes her tingle
in all the right places. How can she work with
him in close quarters and keep her heart and her
sanity intact?
The Purrfect Plan-Angela Castle 2013-02-01 Fed
up with men, but wanting a baby, Storm
Wellington decides to take matters into her own
hands, randomly selecting an obscure little town
to find an unknowing sperm donor. Unknowingly,
Storm walks into a town run and owned by big
cat shifters. River Black, Alpha of Blacktown
can’t believe his luck, finding his mate in his own
town, even better, the lovely lush woman is more
than eager. After a passionate night, Storm
disappears without a trace, leaving River
desperate to find her. Finally, tracking her down,
River discovers the evidence of her single
parenthood plans and is now pregnant with his
cubs. River persuades Storm to return to
Blacktown with him, but another has her eye on
River and is determined to rid the town of any
rival. In the sweltering heat of the Australian
Summer, River must convince Storm to be his
mate and protect her or risk losing her forever.
The Purrfect Pet Sitter-Carol Thomas 2018-04-24
In this romantic comedy by the author of Maybe
Baby, a woman must redeem herself if she hopes

A Purrfect Romance-Jennifer Blake 1995 Three
stories follow the adventures of a young woman
who dares to tame a wild animal and a coldhearted assassin, a dressmaker whose prayers
are about to be answered, and an enchanted
daughter of a Welsh chieftain who is drawn to a
prisoner. Original.
A Purrfect Romance-J.M. Bronston 2014-04-01
WANTED: Reliable house sitter to care for two
pampered Park Avenue felines. Free penthouse
accommodations. Sexy neighbor not included.
Bridey Berrigan desperately needs a break. Her
day job as a chef has taken its toll, and she's all
but given up on the male species. Then Bridey
sees the ad for a cat sitter, and its good-bye
shoebox apartment, hello Park Avenue palace!
With only the pedigreed kitties, Silk and Satin, to
keep her company, Bridey can finally get to work
writing her dream cookbook. And she can't afford
any distractions—least of all her intriguing new
neighbor. . . Businessman Mack Brewster likes
his women glamorous, aloof, and very
sophisticated. With her easy smile and freshfaced beauty, Bridey isn't exactly his type. Also,
Mack is a dog person. Still, the mouth-watering
aromas wafting from Bridey's kitchen are
impossible to ignore. And as the impish felines
somehow keep bringing the two of them
together, Mack's appetite is piqued—in more
ways than one. But would Bridey even consider
giving a guy like him a chance? Mack's not sure,
but he can't wait to find out. . . 63,500 Words
Purrfect Love-Debbie Macomber 1994 Three
authors bring together three romances in which
matchmaking felines play a key role
His Purrfect Mate (A Paranormal Shifter
Romance)-Georgette St. Clair Chloe Novak may
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to get out of the doghouse. When Lisa Blake’s life
in London falls apart, she returns to her
hometown rebranding herself as “the purrfect
pet sitter”—which may or may not be false
advertising as she has a rather unfortunate habit
of (temporarily) losing dogs! But being back
where she grew up, Lisa can’t escape her past.
There’s her estranged best friend Flick who she
bumps into in an embarrassing encounter in a
local supermarket. And her first love, Nathan
Baker, who, considering their history, is sure to
be even more surprised by her drunken Facebook
friend request than Lisa is. As she becomes
involved in the lives of her old friends, Lisa must
confront the hurt she has caused, discover the
truth about her mysterious leather-clad admirer,
and learn how to move forward when the things
she wants most are affected by the decisions of
her past. Praise for The Purrfect Pet Sitter “All I
can say is that this ticked every single box.” —Jo
Lambert, author of Summer Moved On
The Purrfect Cat-Love Cat 2019-07-06 The
perfect Notebook, Planner, Personal Organizer or
Diary for everyone who owns a Cat and Loves her
beyond compare.
You're Purrfect to Me-Sandra Magsamen
2013-08-06 Parents will love cuddling up with
their little ones and reading this interactive
board book, featuring plush cat ears that make
every page even more fun. This book is the
"purrfect" way to celebrate Halloween, and has a
loving message that lasts the whole year
through.
I Love You Kitty-Tabiteck Consulting 2018-11-23
Perfect gift for young cat lover girls age 9-16
years old but also applies to all ages this
Christmas season. I Love You Kitty: My Purrfect
Diary will bring delight and excitement to your
beautiful young girls as it is the Purrfect gift this
holiday. We hope you'll enjoy you Purffect Diary
composition notebook for girls. It is to inspire the
writer into believing all things can be made true
with focus and goal setting. It is 6 x 9 inch; as
much as we did creating it for you. Here is a
beautiful portable journal suitable for all girls
with dreams for the future. The ability to write
them down and refer back to them will inspire
and help each girl realise that all things are
possible. Features include 116 white pages and
Gorgeous inspiring cover. The bold white paper
is strong enough to use with fountain pens.
Reliable Standards; Book Industry perfect
binding (the same standard as the books in your
local library) Crisp white paper with quality that
minimises ink bleed through. Tough glossy
paperback. The ideal book for either pen or
a-purrfect-romance-english-edition

pencil users. Journals and notebooks are perfect
for gift giving for any occasion, location,
demographic and age. Nothing begs more for
your literary thoughts than to see a blank page in
a new journal. Click the Buy Button Now at the
top of the page to purchase your copy.
Purrfect Harmony-Misha Carver 2016-10-20 All
of the lies, conspiracies, and plots come together
and reveal themselves once and for all. You never
know what's going to happen when a panther
and a witch are at a rival of wills. Will the
panther be able to save himself from the
upheaval the witch has in store for him? Or will
love win out, leaving their homes and workplace
in harmony?
The Purrfect Romance-Sheryl McGinnis
2012-12-16 Running from her abusive mate,
Lacey flees to Vermont where she has just
inherited a mansion. Until her recent death, the
home belonged to her Nana. To decide whether
or not she'll return to South Carolina Lacey
needs space from Steve. Fate intervenes, and
Lacey meets a gorgeous Australian named, Jake
Anderson. Jake's dark past colors the way he
treats people. He antagonizes Lacey with his
strange Australian expressions, and his apparent
dislike of her. Bewildered by his odd behavior,
Lacey wonders why she's treated with such
disdain. A Tuxedo Cat with healing powers also
enters her life. Jingles is the companion of Jake's
uncle, Alex. Before the year is out, Jingles
intervenes with hilarious results. The lovable, but
ornery cat works his magic on everyone. Can
Jingles bring Jake and Lacey together, by healing
their wounds?
The Purrfect Stranger-Bianca D'Arc 2015 A blind
date could just be the love her life... Valerie
Faber comes from a long line of magic users of
incredible power. Clan Faber is so skilled, they
teach other mages how to use their abilities. All,
except for Valerie. What little power she does
have seems to be in the realm of house pets and
familiars. Not very useful to a Clan used to epic
abilities. Keith is a werecougar with a mixed
heritage that makes him a little different from
the rest of his Clan. He's overcome it all to
become the local Alpha, but he hasn't yet found
the woman who can make him purr in human
form. A blind date brings them together, though
rarely do shifters mix with mages. After a
tempestuous night together, Keith is hot on
Valerie's trail - with the help of her feline friends
and a little interference from a well-meaning
family member. He'll do anything to keep Valerie
in his life, including stalking her in Clan Faber's
magical fortress.
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Her Purrfect Match-Robyn Neeley 2020-05-12
Anything is paw-sible… Ad exec Cassie Wilkerson
is on the fast track to a Manhattan corner office
when she’s suddenly called to quaint Honey
Springs, California. She hasn’t visited the town
since she was 16, but her aunt has passed away
and inexplicably left Cassie her honeybee farm,
her matchmaking cat, Belle, and the job of acting
mayor. But Cassie’s quick trip to sort this out
turns into a three-week stay. This fish-out-ofwater needs the help of the farm’s foreman and
her former crush, Nick Porter, to win over the
locals. With a few nudges from Belle, old feelings
rekindle, and her former fast-paced life no longer
seems quite as attractive as a second chance in
Honey Springs. Then Cassie discovers Nick’s
been quietly crafting honey-based skin care
items, which could be an ideal new product line
for one of her big-city clients. But when Nick
realizes she’s been making big plans behind his
back, he thinks he’ll never be good enough for
ambitious Cassie. Can she prove that a future
with him in it is all she really needs?
Purrfect Mates Complete Boxed Set-Misha
Carver 2018-10-03 Werecats and Witches … Oh
My! This BBW billionaire panther shifter boxed
set contains the entire Purrfect Mates series:
•Purrfect Chaos •Purrfect Mates •Purrfect
Harmony Purrfect Chaos Shrewd billionaire
businessman Tom Puma has catapulted Calico
Enterprises into the stratosphere of profitability.
His wicked thinking and juggernaut personality
have propelled him from one challenge to the
next without fail. Where most people set goals
for themselves, Tom simply wakes up one day
and does it, that's just how he is. What most of
his competitors and employees don't know is that
much of his tenacity and ferociousness is born
from the wild. That is, from the wild feline that
lives with him. From panther to housecat, Tom
has the incredible ability to alter his form at will.
Curvaceous and successful, Jacy is the vicepresident of Majestic Enterprises, one of Calico's
most powerful competitors. Her father, the
owner of Majestic, is also a ruthless adversary of
Tom's. So when he all but tells his daughter she
must go to work for the enemy, Jacy is anything
but thrilled. Like Tom, she's yet to find a
challenge she can't handle. Yet for all her
trickery and witchery, Jacy finds that perhaps she
has met her match with her new boss. Love
blooms, stocks rise, and personalities clash. Will
the witch let herself be seduced by the allure of a
black cat, or does the chaos reign supreme once
more? Purrfect Storm Curvaceous Jacy wakes up
at shrewd business man Thomas Puma’s house
a-purrfect-romance-english-edition

angrier than a witch full of hellfire with no
memory of the night before. Fortunately for
Thomas, he’s able to cover his tracks and soothe
her anger. Or so he thought. Determined to save
her father’s company, Majestic Industries, from
what Calico Enterprises has in store, Jacy does
what any smart witch would do; she snoops
around. Things begin to backfire on her as she
discovers more and more information about
events she wish she didn't know had happened.
All the secrets, plots, and plans are thrown into
disarray when she gets caught red-handed.
Fleeing from certain trouble, Jacy finds herself
stuck in a situation only a blood-thirsty cougar
could save her from. Will the wild cougar be able
to save her from the upheaval that lies in store?
Or is the witch doomed to let everything play out
on its own? Purrfect Harmony After Jacy makes a
run for it, Tom is left alone to sip tea in her
apartment. Until he senses danger that is. Once
his panther instincts kick in, he pounces on the
scene to rescue the witch that just stole his car.
Little does he know, she saw more in her semiconscious state than he expected, and she's
madder than a hellcat. After being released from
the hospital, she springs some surprises on him
of her own. Everything is going according to plan
until the real world catches up with her, and she
has a serious decision to make. One choice will
doom Majestic forever, while the other will at
least give it a fighting chance, albeit in a capacity
that she doesn't like. All of the lies, conspiracies,
and plots come together and reveal themselves
once and for all. You never know what's going to
happen when a panther and a witch are at a rival
of wills. Will the panther be able to save himself
from the upheaval the witch has in store for him?
Or will love win out, leaving their homes and
workplace in harmony? More from Misha:
BILLIONAIRE SEEKS AN HEIR Unplanned Fairy
Tale Unraveled Lives Unforgettable Melody BIG
CITY HEAT: Light My Fire I'm On Fire Ring of
Fire PURRFECT MATES: Purrfect Chaos Purrfect
Storm Purrfect Harmony THE ALPHA’S BRIDE
Bearly Smitten Bearly Engaged Bearly Married
STAND ALONE: Sasha's Storm SECOND
CHANCE CHRISTMAS ROMANCES: The
Christmas Homecoming The Christmas Reunion
The Christmas Spirit JINGLE BELL SHIFTERS
Jingle Bell Growl Jingle Bell Howl Jingle Bell
Prowl About the Author: Misha Carver loves
writing sensual paranormal/shifter and new
adult/contemporary romance stories for people
who want to escape into another world. Whether
you're looking for shifter tales or hot alpha
males, Misha's your girl. Why not put her on your
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eReader or Kindle today?
Purrfect Santa-Jessie Lane 2017-12-12
A Cowboy's Love-J.M. Bronston 2016-12-20 The
mesas and canyons of rural Utah are both
beautiful and unforgiving—as unforgiving as the
locals in Sharperville, who will never see Jamie
Sundstrom as anything other than the no-good
daughter of the town drunk. Now, two years after
losing her own daughter in a nasty custody
battle, Jamie is saving every penny from her job
as a backhoe operator for a good lawyer. Her
heart is as battered as her rundown car—until a
soft-spoken, easy-on-the-eyes cowboy drifts into
town... Cal Cameron is trying to adjust to his new
normal, working on his sister’s farm after
recovering from the rodeo wreck that ended his
championship career. At first sight, he can tell
that Jamie is guarded. But as she slowly lets him
into her world, he’ll do anything to help her get
her daughter back—even if it means finally
letting go of the man he was and becoming a
different kind of hero... “This sweet, modern
cowboy tale is just the book you’re looking for!”
–RT Book Reviews, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
The Purrfect Pawse-Avril McDonald 2018-08-07
In The Purrfect Pawse: A little book to help
children pause, stretch and be grateful, Avril
McDonald returns with some of the colourful,
lovable characters from her Feel Brave series to
help nurture young children's physical and
mental well-being through a combination of
activity and poetry. The Purrfect Pawse uses
rhythm, rhyme and repetition to encourage
children to take a pause, stretch out and unwind
with Catreen the cat. Its beautiful verse brings to
life pleasant imagery that connects them with the
wonders of nature. The gentle stretching activity
is an ideal example of a 'daily dose' of emotional
well-being that children can effortlessly learn
and incorporate into their day. The book also
features the enchanting poem 'Stars in the
Night', in which Wolfgang the wolf takes children
on a magical starry journey into their minds to
think about all the people, things and places they
love, stir them around in a cup and drink them up
like hot chocolate. 'Stars in the Night' not only
warms children's hearts but also helps them get
into a powerful, positive state of mind. Together,
Catreen and Wolfgang offer both a positive
message and an accessible level of activity that
teachers can embed as part of their personal,
social and health education (PSHE) objectives,
and that parents can adopt for use at home with
their children at any time (e.g. around the
kitchen table, before bedtime). Designed for use
with 4- to 7-year-olds.
a-purrfect-romance-english-edition

Her Purrfect Match-Milly Taiden 2020-04-26
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 3
(STANDALONE)Alyssa Moran is tired of being
the old cat lady with no man. She has very
specific needs and goes to visit Mrs. Wilder at
the Paranormal Dating Agency. Shockingly
enough, she is promised a man who likes cats,
wants kids, likes curves and will be wild in
bed.Grayson Green needs a mate. Fast. But he
refuses to be pushed into anything. That is, until
a curvy funny woman shows up in his territory
saying she's there for him. Who is he to argue
when someone as delectable as Alyssa decides
she wants to give herself to him?Of course, not
all is at it seems and some people want Alyssa
gone and Gray dead. If Gray mates, the future of
his pride will be sealed and no one can argue his
place as leader. Unless it can be stopped before
they ever get a chance to make some cubs. He
will have to work hard at convincing a human
she's the only one for him or lose his pride and
his mate.Reader Note: This book contains
scorching sex (the kind that will make you sweat
and need ice cream), adult language (he's a very
dirty talker and we like it), and violence. If this is
not the kind of stuff you like to read, skip this
book. However, if you like dirty, raunchy sex with
a growly tiger on one funny curvy girl, then this
is right up your alley. Enjoy!
Purrfect Storm-Misha Carver 2016-10-20
Curvacious Jacy wakes up at shrewd business
man Thomas Puma’s house angrier than a witch
full of hellfire with no memory of the night
before. Fortunately for Thomas, he’s able to
cover his tracks and soothe her anger. Or so he
thought. Will the wild cougar be able to save her
from the upheaval that lies in store? Or is the
witch doomed to let everything play out on its
own?
The Purrfect Crime-Andrew Helfer 1991 When all
the cats in Gotham City, from stray cats to the
lions and tigers at the circus, begin disappearing,
Batman suspects that Catwoman in stealing
them.
A Purrfect Gift of Fate: a Howls Romance-Kasey
Belle 2018-09-20 Danika Paulson thought she'd
found her fairy tale. She thought wrong. Her
marriage ended up being a living a nightmare
with no chance of escape. Until, a stranger
knocked on her door and offered her sanctuary.
Danika gained her freedom and a new start for
herself and her son, Jack. She vowed to never tie
herself to another man, again. It wasn't worth the
risk. Racine Kingston, the new veterinarian at
Ella's clinic, has her rethinking her stance on
happily ever after. Could he really be as perfect
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as he seemed? Racine Kingston knows loneliness.
He also knows finding his mate is the cure.
However, after a lifetime of searching for the one
woman meant for him, he figured the odds of
finding her now were slim. Not every shifter is
blessed with a gift of fate. When he heard about
the position at Black River Clinic through the
shifter gossip grapevine, Race jumped at the
chance to leave L.A. He never imagined all he
needed was a change of scenery in order to find
his mate. All he had to do was convince the
sweet, damaged woman to take a chance on him.
Danika's old life returns to Sanctuary and Race
vows to protect her. When the past tries to
reclaim her, it's up to Race and the Shifters of
Sanctuary to save one of their own.
For the Love of Cats-Dena Harris 2006-01-01 If
you love your cat, you'll love this book! Historical
anecdotes, famous quotations, fun facts, and
personal stories that celebrate our furry feline
friends. Attractively illustrated with full-color
photos and drawings. Terrific as a gift or as a
self-purchase. It's entertaining, touching, and
purrfectly fun.
Snowball's Christmas-Kristen McKanagh 2020
Snowball--an aptly named bundle of feline fluff--is
thankful to be spending her first Christmas in the
comfort of Weber Haus, the Victorian B&B run
by Miss Tilly. Emily Diemer, who cooks for the
guests, dotes on Snowball, but she's not thrilled
about another new arrival at the B&B: Miss
Tilly's nephew, Lukas. Which is odd, because
Snowball's animal instincts tell her that Lukas
and Emily should definitely be friends.
Everything Emily needs is in this quaint
community--including, she hopes, the chance to
open her own bakery one day. She doesn't think
much of Lukas for leaving his aging aunt to
struggle while he jets around the world taking
photographs. But now that he's here, helping to
spruce up the property and getting mixed up in
Snowball's antics, she begins to soften a little.
Until she learns what he has planned . . . Lukas is
going to sell Weber Haus so that Miss Tilly can
retire. But Snowball is certain that this B&B, and
these people, are supposed to be her forever
home. Somehow she has to get these stubborn
humans to see things through the wisdom of a
cat's eye and a kitten's loyal, loving heart . . .
"Expertly crafted...the perfect Christmas treat." -Booklist, Starred Review
Kitty Cones: The Purrfect Day-Ralph Cosentino
2018-06-26 Explore the town of Kitty Bay Harbor
and beyond with best friend kitties Miyu, Yumi,
and Koko in the first of this playful illustrated
series! Miyu, Yumi, and Koko live above the best
a-purrfect-romance-english-edition

ice cream parlor in Kitty Bay Harbor. Whether
it’s fishing for breakfast, floating through the
Milky Way, or riding the roller coasters on Coney
Island (caution, may result in hairballs), these
kittens know how to have a good time. Follow
them as they explore the entire galaxy, both
inside and outside of their ice cream cone homes!
Pusheen Love Notebook-Panda ARTS 2020-07-13
You Are Purrfect. Pusheen returns in a delightful
notbook perfect for fans of I Am Pusheen the Cat.
- 120 Lined Pages. - Brilliant Cover. - high Quality
Paper Creame Color.
My Purr-Fect Alphas-H. c. Brown 2011-03
Kidnapped by the Druiks and taken to Druik
Void, located in a future realm, Dr. Elizabeth
Clark is caged like an animal in a laboratory
filled with humanoid specimens from other
dimensions. Seduced by two sexy shape-shifters
trapped with her, she is persuaded to escape.
Will she survive the frantic journey to safety or
fall prey to the insatiable shifters?
A Purrfect Match-Chris T. Kat 2012-12 When a
bad day at work culminates in losing out on a
promotion, Jim Sanders shifts into his animal
form to let off steam. Then his bad day turns into
a bad night-while prowling his Atlantic City
neighborhood as a large gray house cat, he's
caught in a torrential downpour. What little luck
he has washes down the gutter when his new
boss, Andrew Wright, catches him taking shelter
on his porch, brings him inside, and starts calling
him Mr. Frosty. As a feline, Jim becomes the
inadvertent confessor for his boss's lonely son,
Tony, a victim of schoolyard bullying. As a
human, he feels drawn to Andrew, a man he
wanted to resent. Finding love was never part of
Jim's plan for the future-not with his bizarre
secret-yet suddenly he finds himself navigating
that minefield anyway. But not everything is
easy, especially for an interracial gay couple
dealing with prejudice in the workplace, at
Tony's school, and even within their own families.
Purrfect Harmony-Arden Steele 2020-03-10
Molly and the Cat Cafe-Melissa Daley 2017-05-16
Melissa Daley's novel Molly and the Cat Cafe is a
heartwarming story of determination and
friendship. When two-year-old tabby, Molly, loses
her beloved owner, her world falls apart. Rehomed with three cat-hating dogs, she decides to
take matters into her own paws and embarks on
a grueling journey to the nearest town. As Molly
walks the cobbled streets of Stourton, she begins
to lose all hope of finding a home... Until one day
she is welcomed into the warmth by caring café
owner, Debbie. Like Molly, Debbie is also an
outsider and, with a daughter to care for, she is
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desperate to turn around the struggling café. But
a local battle axe is on the warpath and she is
determined to keep out newcomers, especially
four-legged ones. It looks as if Debbie will have
to choose between the café and Molly. Yet the
solution to their problems may not be as far away
as they think. Will Debbie and Molly be able to
turn their fortunes around to launch the
Cotswolds’ first Cat Café?
Have a Purrfect Holidays Love-Meowitz
2020-09-10 All the Cats Lovers out there. This
blank, college ruled composition notebook makes
a great gift you won't find available in stores. It is
stuffed with 120 pages of lined paper for writing.
Features of this notebook include: * 120 page *
Soft, matte cute cat design cover * 6x9"
dimensions; the ideal size for all purposes, fitting
perfectly into your bag * Matte Texture * Black &
white interior with white paper Composition
Notebooks Are Great For: * College * School *
Gag Gifts * Christmas Gifts * Halloween Gifts *
Celebration Gifts * Stocking Stuffers * Birthday
Gifts * Gift Baskets * Secret Santas * Co-Workers
* Friends Grab it Now! :)
His Purrfect Pet-Jordan Silver 2014-06-15 A
master pet BDSM story of one man's love and
lust for the young girl he finds lost and battered
in a city alley. What begins as a rescue mission
fast becomes the fulfillment of two people's
secret yearnings. One to own and the other to be
possessed.
Picture Purrfect-Jena Wade 2019-01-22 Eric has
lived in Vale Valley for most of his life. He's
witnessed the magic of the town help couples
find their fated mates and one true loves. All he's
ever wanted was a love for himself like his dads
have, unfortunately, his love may be outside of
Vale Valley's reach. When his best friend Tony
arrives out of the blue, he dares not hope that
they could have their own happily ever after in
Vale Valley. Tony is a world traveler. He never
stays in one place for too long, and has never
expressed interest in settling down. When he
makes an impromptu trip to Vale Valley and
starts treating Eric like he's the love of his life,
Eric can't bring himself to trust it. Instead, he
keeps Tony at arm's length, even as Tony helps
him establish his new photography studio. With
their newly devised plan, Eric and Tony will
capture and celebrate the love of Vale Valley
couples in time for Valentine's Day, but will the
two of them let the love they share slip through
their fingers?
Nobody's Purr-Fect-Angela Lacarrubba
2019-04-03 One fun-filled fall day quickly turns
into a troublesome one for the LoSanto family.
a-purrfect-romance-english-edition

Eight-year-old Jake and six-year-old Todd deeply
love and enjoy their gray green-eyed cat, Georgie
(named for our first president). But Grandma
thinks he's a big annoying pain. He disappoints
her because she expects him to be a good cat,
and he's often mischievous. Dad, Grandpa, and
the boys think he's funny. While each family
member deals differently with their cat's unusual
behavior, Georgie's unexpected action on this
day thrusts the family into a worrisome situation.
Can this family pull together to solve the cat
mystery? Will Georgie's unexpected action
change Grandma's thoughts about him? As the
mystery continues, does the family give up in
their efforts to help Georgie? How would your
family handle this situation?
Scout- 2012-06-25 Scout the Scottie dog lives on
the top floor of an apartment building. His
favorite toy is his shiny red ball. But it is not just
an ordinary ball. This ball can bounce higher
than anything. It is rounder than anything. And it
is faster than anything. Scout loves it. But one
day Scout loses his shiny red ball. Where did it
go? How will Scout find his favorite toy? On his
search for his missing toy, Scout gets some help
along the way and he learns that, while his ball is
indeed special, it is not as special as his new
friends.
The Purrfect Murder-Rita Mae Brown 2008-01-29
Bestselling authors Rita Mae Brown and her
feline partner, Sneaky Pie Brown, return with a
mystery starring Mary Minor “Harry” Haristeen,
the sleuthing cats Mrs. Murphy and Pewter, and
corgi Tee Tucker. But are they any match for a
killer who’s made an entire town suspect by
committing… THE PURRFECT MURDER Autumn
has arrived in cozy Crozet, Virginia, and that
means the town’s inhabitants are hard at work in
home and garden preparing for winter. Harry is
planning to harvest her first crop of Petit
Manseng grapes along with her beloved
sunflowers. Meanwhile, her recent marriage to
Fair and her friendship with Deputy Cynthia
Cooper, who’s rented nearby Blair Farm, are
flourishing. But even when peace descends on
the idyllic countryside, murder is lurking. Mrs.
Carla Paulson is one of the diamond-encrusted
“come-here” set who has descended on Crozet
with plenty of wealth and no feeling for country
ways. She’s determined to make her new house
the envy of all her well-heeled friends—and
enemies—and she’ s hired architect Tazio
Chappers to build it. From the start, the
project—and Mrs. Paulson—turns into a major
headache relieved only by a side trip to study
Thomas Jefferson’s extraordinary summer home
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at Poplar Forest. Harry couldn’t foresee that a
day later Mrs. Paulson would be found stabbed to
death at a gala fund-raiser with Harry’s friend,
Tazio Chappers, standing over her, holding the
knife. Now Harry must solve what seems to
everyone else an open-and-shut case. Every other
human, that is. For her four-legged friends see it
Harry’s way. But will they have to choose
between catching the purrfect killer or saving
Harry? From the Hardcover edition.
THE PURRFECT TRILOGY:-Lynn Margaret
Hamilton 2013-05-31 The Purrfect Trilogy was
written for the millions of ordinary, everyday
people who will move our civilization into a new
era and feel overwhelmed by this task. These
books are written to the science of vibration.
Different levels of understanding are woven
through the text, so one will be right for you.
Each time you read them, your comprehension
changes, as you can see more than you could
before. As your comprehension changes, so your
vibration changes, and manifests according to
your new tone. As we understand within
ourselves, so we manifest without—to explore
our level of understanding, individually and
collectively. Through this journey of the rational
mind and the emotional heart, you’ll explore
different levels of understanding, eventually
coming to see a bigger picture of yourself as you
understand more about the human condition and
our interconnectedness. Micro to macro. The
only way to greater understanding of humanity
and how we create is through greater
understanding of self—and the magic within
oneself. The magic we use every day, but often
misuse, when we don’t realize we’re energy
beings who use our mind to do magic—every day!
The Three-Step Lesson of This Trilogy: Book 1:
See with two eyes Book 2: Open your heart to
others and your experiences Book 3: Live in your
brother-/sisterhood—your wholeness
His Purrfect Mate-Laurann Dohner 2012-10-01
Shannon is a quarter puma but can't shift. She's
just a human with a few extra genes. But she
knows how dangerous shifters are, and now she's
their prey, captured by a group of werewolves for
a deadly hunt. Anton's body responds fervently to
Shannon, and he vows to protect her with his
lifeNonly to discover she's the enemy. But it's
mating heat, and he's about to lose all control to
that driving sexual need.
The Werewolf's Baby-Milly Taiden 2017-07-17
Harper Burns was just abducted from her house
by four big, bad shifters. When she finds out her
father traded her for his life to a wolf king, she's
ready to escape. Even more confusing is the fact
a-purrfect-romance-english-edition

Sebastian tells her she must have his baby. The
craziest part is she's actually considering it.
Clearly, she lost her mind on the car ride to the
castle. Sebastian Roarhart is shifter royalty. He's
been cursed and needs to have a child or die.
Now, he has to convince Harper to see him as
more than some man holding her hostage. He
needs her to fall for him. But it's harder than he
realizes when someone in his castle keeps trying
to kill her. Sebastian has secrets he's keeping to
save Harper from heartache. Harper knows one
thing for sure: she can't let him die. Not when
he's the first man in her life to show her how
special she is. Time's running out. When truths
come to light about her family and past, only the
man she's come to love will be able to keep her
safe.
Freaking Purrfect (BBW Paranormal Shapeshifter
Romance)-Celia Kyle 2017-08-27 Maya has
always wanted a hedgehog shifter in the
Ridgeville pride. She almost stole one once, but
she sorta went into labor before Operation Quill
Catcher took off. Now, she wonders if having a
werehedgie is all it’s cracked up to be. After
“borrowing” (kidnapping and/or saving…
depending on who’s asked) a werehedgehog her
daughter has to run for her life, her mate has to
take a life, and one of her sons thinks hedgehog
is on the menu. And as for the hedgehog… she’s
freaking purrfect. This short story is set in the
RIDGEVILLE SERIES and does not stand alone.
This is a little bite of family life for those who fell
in love with the Ridgeville gang and aren’t ready
to let them go.
Purrfect English-Pamela Weintraub 2021-06-15
Some of the world's top experts, including
devoted veterinarians, open a window into the
minds of our feline freinds. Cats have become so
beloved in recent years that some 75 million live
in American homes as family pets. Another
quarter million are community cats, increasingly
serving us in barns, breweries, warehouses and
more to keep rodents and other unwanted
wildlife under control. Yet the cat has often
seemed mysterious—compared to dogs, our cats
can feel bit more aloof and difficult to truly “get.”
But new research into our feline friends now
reveals their love for us, their secret language,
including accents and dialects, and their inner
depths. In a series of engaging stories featuring
the world’s top experts, veterinarians and petowners themselves, this premium book opens a
window into the minds of our feline friends.
Among the features: How to raise a kitten to
become a great cat; how to understand your cat's
purrs, meows and body language; how to teach
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your cat tricks; and how to rescue a stranded cat
and make it your own. A bonus feature covers

a-purrfect-romance-english-edition

favorite breeds and the advantages each confers.
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